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The Making of Eldridge Cleaver: The Nation of Islam, Prison Life, and the 
Rise of a Black Power Icon. 
Dr. Zoe A. Colley. 
 
  
 
 
 
Abstract: 
This article explores the early life of Eldridge Cleaver and his rise to 
prominence within the Black Panther Party. It argues that historians have largely 
overlooked the importance of Cleaver’s radicalization while incarcerated inside 
California’s penitentiaries between 1954 and 1966; this experience deeply 
influenced his rise to prominence as a leading figure in the Black Panther Party 
following his parole. The article details his earliest contacts with politically active 
inmates during the mid-1950s, who introduced Cleaver to radical political literature. 
He subsequently joined the Nation of Islam temple within San Quentin penitentiary 
and rose through the ranks to become the temple’s minister. Through the use of 
Cleaver’s papers, held by the Bancroft Library at the University of California Berkeley, 
this article contributes to the existing historiography on Cleaver in three ways. 
Firstly, it connects Cleaver’s membership of the NOI with the growing politicization 
of African American inmates during the late 1950s and early 1960s. Secondly, it 
highlights the NOI’s success in recruiting prisoners and the brutal repression that 
was inflicted upon members of the Nation of Islam by prison staff. It argues that 
Cleaver’s experience of fighting prison racism was crucial in shaping his identity as a 
black nationalist, and continued to influence his position in the Black Panther Party 
after his release.  
 
Zoe A. Colley is a Senior Lecturer in American history at the University of Dundee in 
the United Kingdom.  
 
  
 
 In 1968, Eldridge Cleaver’s collection of autobiographical essays—written 
while an inmate in California’s Folsom Penitentiary—was published as Soul on Ice.1 
Already a leading member of the Black Panther Party, many within the 
predominantly white New Left responded to Cleaver’s incisive commentary on 
American race relations with rapturous applause.2 His status as prisoner-turned-
author drew comparisons with Malcolm X’s Autobiography and added authenticity 
to his claim to speak for the dispossessed of America.3 Soul on Ice follows a narrative 
of Cleaver’s life from his childhood, detention in Juvenile Hall, his incarceration as an 
adult, and rise to prominence as a member of the Nation of Islam (NOI) while in San 
Quentin Penitentiary.4 The many years that Cleaver spent inside correctional 
institutions shaped Soul on Ice; at the heart of his writing stands a refusal to be 
cowed by the dehumanizing conditions of prison life. In 1965, Cleaver secured the 
support of San Francisco lawyer Beverly Axelrod; in addition to providing legal 
advice, Axelrod smuggled Cleaver’s essays out of prison, hidden within legal papers, 
and sent them to the left-wing magazine Ramparts.5 Cleaver’s writing proved to be 
his ticket to freedom; impressed by his eloquence, Ramparts offered Cleaver a 
position in their office, which helped him to convince the parole board that he had 
been successfully rehabilitated.6 In 1966, after serving a nine-year sentence, Cleaver 
left Folsom Penitentiary on parole.  
Cleaver’s writing, and his reputation as a prison organizer, soon attracted 
attention from co-founder of the Black Panther Party, Huey Newton.7 Formed in 
1966 by Newton and Bobby Seale in Oakland, California, the Black Panther Party 
challenged the conditions inside ghetto communities, and asserted the right to 
armed self-defense against police brutality.8 From its inception, the Party identified 
the white-controlled criminal justice system as a tool for keeping African Americans 
locked in a cycle of poverty, addiction, and crime.9 The level of police brutality and 
harassment in Black communities made arrest and incarceration a familiar 
experience for a significant number of Panthers.10 Cleaver’s battle against the prison 
system appealed to many who had endured the horrors of prison, and he came to 
personify the BPP’s resistance against the racism of the criminal justice system. Not 
only had Cleaver survived prison, he had emerged as a committed revolutionary. 
Cleaver did not immediately embrace the Panthers as the vanguard of a 
revolution. In the final years of his incarceration, Cleaver had made plans with fellow 
inmate and ex-Muslim Alprentice “Bunchy” Carter to establish their own 
organization based on Malcolm X’s teaching.11 With limited success in recruiting 
supporters, Cleaver joined the Panthers in 1967 and Newton appointed him Minister 
of Information.12 From that point, he began a meteoric rise to become an iconic 
figure of the Black Power Movement. As a prolific writer and captivating public 
speaker, Cleaver articulated a version of black power ideology that drew upon his 
years of incarceration. A shoot-out with police in April 1968, which brought the 
death of party member Bobby Hutton, became a turning point in his life. Facing 
revocation of his parole, he sought exile in Cuba, and later Algeria, rather than return 
to the prison system that had nurtured his identity as a radical activist. In 1975, a 
very different Cleaver returned to the USA; he had rejected radical politics and 
adopted a new identity as a born-again Christian and member of the Republican 
Party.13  
It is impossible to tell the history of the Black Panther Party without 
acknowledging the influence of Eldridge Cleaver. His ideological commitment to 
revolutionary violence and existing connections with Bay Area radicals placed him at 
the very top of the Party’s hierarchy, and shaped the BPP’s development in 
fundamental ways. However, his rebellion against America’s white power structure 
started much earlier inside the cells of Soledad, Folsom and San Quentin. His years of 
fighting the intense racism and brutality of the prison system shaped Cleaver’s 
critique of American race relations long after his release.14 Fellow Panther David 
Hilliard observed that Cleaver’s life inside the Black Panther Party “seems forged by 
his experience in prison, where you want to control people because you don’t know 
whom you can trust.”15 Cleaver himself noted that incarceration had left its mark on 
him. Writing in 1966, he reflected upon how “it is very easy for one in prison to lose 
his sense of self…he ends up not knowing who he is.”16 Prison, he concluded, had 
forever changed him. During 1967 and 1968 the Free Huey campaign—to defend 
Huey Newton against charges of killing a policeman and injuring another—consumed 
the Party membership. With Newton incarcerated, Cleaver became the mastermind 
of the campaign and emerged as the public face of the BPP. His firebrand rhetoric 
helped capture the attention of the media, which in turn aided the Party’s rapid 
expansion into communities across the country.17  
In recent years, Panther historiography has shifted to look beyond the Party’s 
‘great Black men’ to present a more nuanced interpretation of the group, its 
membership, and its influence at the grassroots level.18 Work on the BPP in such 
diverse communities as Baltimore, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, and New Orleans has 
pushed the historiography beyond a focus upon Oakland and the national 
leadership.19 These studies demonstrate the complexity of the BPP and its influence 
upon Black communities across the country. This does not mean, however, that we 
have a complete understanding of the Party’s operation in Oakland, nor all of its 
leading figures. In 2009, Peniel Joseph observed “black power’s historiography 
suffers from the fact that [the] most important national leaders and icons of the 
movement…remain shrouded in mystery.”20 Joseph’s 2014 biography of Stokely 
Carmichael has partly rectified this problem.21 Similar attention needs to be given to 
Cleaver in order to fully understand his role within the Black Panther Party and his 
shifting political ideologies. Katherine Rout’s 1991 book, Eldridge Cleaver, is the only 
book-long examination of Cleaver’s life, but it is deeply problematic for historians. It 
largely relies upon Soul on Ice and newspapers as sources of information, and the 
bibliography does not reference any archival material. Cleaver’s role in the Nation of 
Islam and his prison years are reduced to a largely descriptive account of his writing. 
The majority of Rout’s work is dedicated to Cleaver’s life after his exile in 1968.22 A 
more balanced, sensitive, and critical biography would not only make a substantial 
contribution to our understanding of Cleaver, but also of the Black Panther Party. 
Historian Joe Street has observed that some of the most recent 
developments in Panther historiography have contributed to our understanding of 
the cultural significance of the Party, and its contribution to African American 
identity.23 Many of these scholars acknowledge the significance of the Party at the 
local level and the importance of its community survival programs, but have also 
refocused attention upon the Party’s national development. This research has 
produced a more nuanced understanding of the BPP’s wider contribution to the 
Black Power Movement. Published in 2004, Jeffrey Ogbar’s Black Power: Radical 
Politics and African American Identity is one of the earlier examples of this 
historiographical trend. Despite emphasizing the influence of the NOI upon the Black 
Panther Party, Ogbar’s discussion of how the Nation engaged with the criminal 
justice system is limited to a brief mention of Malcolm X’s prison conversion. Ogbar 
goes on to acknowledge Cleaver’s important role in developing a Marxist outlook 
within the Black Panther Party, but otherwise he appears relatively briefly.24 
Joshua Bloom and Waldo E. Martin’s much-heralded Black Against Empire: 
The History and Politics of the Black Panther Party proposes that the BPP’s origins lie 
in the complex interplay of national and local factors from the mid-1960s. They trace 
the political evolution of the Party and claim to have written the first comprehensive 
study of the Party.25 Cleaver’s influence as an advocate of a violent uprising against 
the white power structure is covered in some depth, yet it largely follows the same 
narrative of his prison years as in Soul on Ice.26 Curtis J. Austin’s research on the role 
of violence within the Black Panther Party likewise devotes attention to Cleaver’s 
embrace of revolutionary politics and his influence upon the Party. Given Cleaver’s 
commitment to inspiring a violent revolution, he stands out as a critical figure in this 
account of the Party. Nevertheless, Austin’s coverage of Cleaver’s formative years is 
limited to three pages and once again uses Soul on Ice as a core text.27  
While we do not have a biography of Cleaver, there is a slim volume of 
research that helps historians to start piecing his life together. Until recently, Eric 
Cummins’s The Rise and Fall of California’s Radical Prison Movement, published in 
1994, remained the strongest scholarly examination of Cleaver’s contribution to the 
radicalization of African American prisoners. In a chapter-long analysis of Cleaver, 
Cummins focuses upon his relationship with the Bay Area’s New Left.”28 The bulk of 
this chapter is devoted to Cleaver’s influence upon prisoners after his parole in 1966. 
Cummins relies upon interviews and Soul on Ice to construct a narrative of Cleaver’s 
earlier life.29 Dan Berger’s Captive Nation: Black Prison Organizing in the Civil Rights 
Era, published in 2014, follows Cummins’s example by exploring the rise of Black 
nationalism inside the penal system, although Berger’s analysis of Soul on Ice and its 
impact upon inmates and members of the Black Panther Party is far more effective 
than Cummins. But—once again—Cleaver’s life prior to joining the Black Panther 
Party is limited to a few pages and references Soul on Ice as a key source.30 Ashley 
Lavelle’s 2012 article is set apart from other research by its specific focus upon 
Cleaver’s conversion from a Left-wing radical to a Republican and devout Christian 
while in exile.31 Lavelle’s pyschohistorical analysis of Cleaver characterizes him as a 
“flawed radical,” who constantly searched for a sense of identity and purpose. 
According to Lavelle, his conversion stands as just one example of Cleaver’s 
constantly shifting political ideologies.32 
Historians’ reliance upon Soul on Ice when discussing Cleaver’s early life is 
problematic. Cleaver wrote many of the essays during the final years of his sentence 
while in Folsom penitentiary; by this time he had separated from the Nation of Islam 
and rejected the organization’s Black separatist philosophy. Cleaver’s account of his 
early years in prison and radicalization in Soul on Ice is a largely retrospective 
analysis.33 Historians have tended to overlook this important contextual information 
when using Soul on Ice. They have failed to dig deeper into the archives to 
understand how Cleaver’s embrace of Black nationalism originated in his prison 
years. Cleaver’s private papers, held by Berkeley University, contain a wealth of 
material on his incarceration—including psychiatric evaluations, parole board 
reports, prison records, and letters written by Cleaver to family, friends, and prison 
authorities.34 It not only provides a much richer understanding of Cleaver’s 
incarceration and his rise to prominence within the Nation of Islam, but also offers 
an insight into his later life.35 
Drawing upon Joseph’s call to explore the lives of influential, yet 
understudied, figures in the Black Power Movement, this article uses Cleaver’s 
papers to shine a light on his time in prison. In doing so, it aims to counter the 
dominant narrative of his incarceration and the myopic focus upon Soul on Ice. It 
demonstrates how Cleaver’s initial radicalization while incarcerated in Soledad 
Penitentiary became part of a growing political consciousness amongst African 
American prisoners, which grew during the course of the 1950s and reached a height 
in the late 1960s and 1970s. In recent years, scholars have explored aspects of this 
history, but the focus has been upon prisoners’ politicization after 1966.36 Historians 
need to explore in much finer detail the role that the Nation of Islam played in 
radicalizing prisoners in the decade before the rise of the Black Power Movement. 
The NOI became the first Black nationalist organization to directly target the 
correctional system; its message of racial pride and solidarity made it deeply 
appealing to some African American prisoners. The organization established the 
groundwork for the Black Power Movement’s influence upon inmates after 1966. By 
tracing Cleaver’s emergence as a leading figure in the organization, this article 
reveals the relatively hidden history of the NOI inside penitentiaries.37 It also 
supports an interpretation of the Black Power Movement that emphasizes its longer-
term development and connection to pre-1966 activism.38  
A second purpose of this article is to demonstrate the extent to which 
authorities were wiling to go to combat the growth of the Nation of Islam inside 
correctional institutions. Cleaver’s letters to prison authorities reveal the brutal 
repression inflicted upon incarcerated Muslims by wardens and guards. They stand 
as testament to the physical and psychological repression visited upon inmates who, 
like Cleaver, challenged the prevailing racial order inside California’s penitentiaries.39 
In particular, the yearly psychiatric assessments that Cleaver underwent reveal the 
power that psychiatrists held in determining prisoners’ treatment, along with their 
efforts to categorize inmates’ protests as symptomatic of mental illness.40 This article 
closes by considering Cleaver’s decision to join the Black Panther Party in 1967, and 
how his struggle against the physical and mental brutality visited upon him by prison 
authorities influenced his articulation of Black Power ideology following his release.41  
Cleaver was born on August 3 1935 in Wabbaseka, Arkansas. In 1946 his 
family settled in the Watts area of Los Angeles.42 The Cleaver family’s move west 
typified the experience of many Black families in the 1940s. During World War II, 
African Americans seeking shelter from the racism and brutality of the South left the 
region for the promise of a better life in California. As the historian Josh Sides has 
shown, Los Angeles became a beacon of hope for African Americans during the 
decade. As a result of the war-time economic boom, the city’s Black residents 
enjoyed greater economic advancements than ever before. However, beneath the 
surface, racial division deepened during the late 1940s and African Americans who 
attempted to move into all-white parts of the city were met with violent 
resistance.43 
Like many youths in Los Angeles’ Black community, petty crime and juvenile 
detention featured heavily in Cleaver’s childhood years.44 His first encounter with 
the criminal justice system came in 1946 after he broke into school buildings with a 
number of other youths, including his brother. He continued to engage in petty 
crime on Los Angeles’ streets following his release. Between 1947 and 1952, he 
returned to Juvenile Hall three times for burglary and peddling marijuana. In 
December 1953, having only been paroled from Juvenile Hall two months earlier, 
Cleaver police arrested him for possession of marijuana. Convicted as an adult in 
1954, authorities sent him to the California Institution for Men, located in Chino, for 
assessment.45  Despite Cleaver’s history of criminal behavior, his psychological 
evaluation described him as “mature, orderly, friendly, and [a] leader for all races.” 
His assessment found him to not represent a custody risk and that he associated 
with “a wholesome group of friends.”46 Summed up as a “dependable and co-
operative person” in his medical evaluation, authorities assigned him to Soledad 
Penitentiary.47 
Soledad had only been open three years before Cleaver’s arrival.48 Built at a 
cost of $10.5 million, Soledad stood at the forefront of California’s prison reform 
movement, which sought to rehabilitate inmates through individualized treatment 
programs of psychological, vocational, and educational therapy.49 However, behind 
the shiny new buildings and rhetoric of treatment lay age-old problems of racism, 
brutality, and extreme punishment. African American inmates were the most 
vulnerable to punitive measures; the prison’s racial hierarchy placed them at the 
very bottom of the social ladder and they faced the constant threat of violence at 
the hands of guards and white inmates alike.50 One African American inmate 
summed up this conflict between the idea of rehabilitation and the brutal reality of 
prison life: “You are told upon arrival here that you must adjust…[to] this 
unimaginable horror before you will be considered socially responsible enough to be 
placed back into free society.”51 At the heart of California’s rehabilitative program 
stood the indeterminate sentence: a system whereby an inmate would only be 
released once the parole board judged them to have been rehabilitated. Under 
indeterminate sentencing it became possible to incarcerate an individual 
indefinitely—even for the pettiest of crimes—if the parole board ruled that the 
person had failed to engage with their “treatment.” The prison activist Jessica 
Mitford described the indeterminate sentence as a “potent psychological instrument 
for inmate manipulation and control, the ‘uncertainty’ ever nagging at the prisoner’s 
mind.”52 The presence of psychiatrists and psychologists on parole boards, who 
wielded considerable power when it came to judging whether an inmate had been 
rehabilitated, compounded the punitive aspect of indeterminate sentencing.53 
Cleaver’s prison records from his time in Soledad indicate that he fully 
participated in the penitentiary’s educational and therapeutic programs. The 
assessments conducted on Cleaver praised him as a model prisoner and a committed 
member of Soledad’s therapeutic community.54 This image of a compliant inmate 
differs from Cleaver’s own account of his time in Soledad. In his essay “On 
Becoming,” Cleaver locates the origins of his politicization in this first period of 
incarceration between 1954 and 1956. He claimed that shortly after his arrival at 
Soledad, he “fell in with a group of young blacks who, like myself, were in vociferous 
rebellion against what we perceived as a continuation of slavery on a higher 
plane.”55 Cleaver expanded upon this claim in a 1971 interview with the journalist 
Lee Lockwood, in which he recalled meeting a man named Pontifelt in 1954, who 
became a “guru” to younger prisoners and introduced him to philosophy, history, 
and literature.56 Cleaver’s experience with Pontifelt corresponds with Eric Cummins’s 
claim that underground libraries and political education classes existed within 
California’s penitentiaries at this time.57 During the 1960s, outside supporters 
smuggled radical literature into the state’s prisons, and politically active inmates 
engaged their fellow prisoners in discussion of Marx, Mao, Fanon, and other radical 
authors. Inspired by the rising discontent and protest activity outside the prison 
walls, young Black prisoners like Cleaver absorbed these radical ideologies and began 
to rethink their designation as criminals. George Jackson, who would become a 
leading figure for Black inmates in the late 1960s, recalled that his radicalization also 
started with an underground library, which introduced him to political literature, 
including The Communist Manifesto. He attended underground political education 
classes in San Quentin and Soledad penitentiaries during the early 1960s.58 
In an unfinished autobiography, Cleaver explained that an inmate named 
John Hall introduced him to the Communist Manifesto and other Marxist literature in 
1956.59 In 1971 he claimed that a branch of the Communist Party had been 
established inside the penitentiary during the late 1950s, although there is no 
further evidence to confirm this.60 While Cleaver stated that he did not join the 
party, he nevertheless identified with its values. In particular, The Communist 
Manifesto provided Cleaver with a political outlook on his life thus far, and his 
ambitions for the future. He claimed that this exposure to Marxist ideology 
convinced him of the need for an uprising against the white capitalist power 
structure. “I was no longer a criminal,” he wrote, “but a revolutionary in support of a 
noble cause.”61 Cleaver’s interpretation of the Communist Manifesto provided an 
intellectual framework for his critique of the racist character of the criminal justice 
system. Within this context, he began to interpret his criminality as an act of 
resistance against an imperialist and capitalist power structure; this would remain a 
core part of his political ideology throughout the 1960s.62 
Cleaver’s prison records suggest that authorities were unaware of his 
changing political outlook, and no doubt he understood the need to placate his 
keepers if he stood any chance of securing parole. In a letter written to the parole 
broad in 1956, Cleaver claimed: “Looking back upon the distance between my 
present self and the Leroy Cleaver that I was upon my arrival at prison, I cannot 
reconcile the two personalities.” He assured the board that he “was ready and able 
to take my place in society as a productive, lawabbiding [sic], acceptable citizen” and 
would seek employment as an electronics engineer.63  Whether Cleaver was sincere 
in his submission to the parole board, or if he merely told the board what they 
wanted to hear, is difficult to assess. Either way, the parole board accepted Cleaver’s 
promises and released him on parole. 
Cleaver’s freedom lasted a mere eleven months before his arrest for assault 
in November 1957. This part of his life has been well documented, not least by 
Cleaver himself. On the evening of November 3, Cleaver attacked a couple in their 
parked car. He tied up the man and pulled his girlfriend into the back of the car with 
the intention of raping the woman; in the ensuing struggle, Cleaver struck her 
around the head with a gun. Meanwhile, the man had managed to free himself and 
blew the horn to draw attention. As he fled the scene, Cleaver turned and shot at 
the car. The police apprehended him just a few hours later, and charged Cleaver with 
assault with intent to commit murder and assault with intent to commit rape.64 
In Soul on Ice, Cleaver famously linked the motivation for his crime with the 
1954 murder of fourteen-year old Chicago teenager Emmett Till while he visited 
relatives in Money, Mississippi. Till’s brutal murder came after an accusation that he 
had said “bye baby” to one of his murderer’s wife while in a local store. Upon 
receiving her son’s body, Mamie Till made a decision to hold an open-casket funeral 
in her hometown of Chicago. The spectacle of Till’s battered and mutilated body 
made his murder a defining point in the course of the Black Freedom Struggle.65 
The failure to convict anyone of Till’s murder demonstrated to Cleaver, more 
powerfully than ever before, that the criminal justice system existed, first and 
foremost, to protect white supremacy. It focused Cleaver’s attention upon the 
hypocrisy of a system that visited violent retribution upon Black men accused of 
sexual advances on white women, yet refused to punish those white men who raped 
Black women. In “On Becoming,” Cleaver claimed that Till’s death threw him into a 
“nervous breakdown.” Cleaver subsequently arrived at a plan to attack “white 
womanhood” upon his release in retaliation for Till’s death. This desire for revenge, 
he claimed, that motivated his attempted rape in November 1957. In one of the 
most commonly cited parts of Soul on Ice, he explained:  
Rape was an insurrectionary act. It delighted me that I was defying and trampling 
the white man’s law, upon his system of values, and that I was defiling his 
women—and this point, I believe, was the most satisfying to me because I was 
very resentful over the historical fact of how the white man has used the black 
woman. I felt I was getting revenge.66 
By the time he was writing the essays that formed Soul on Ice, Cleaver wanted to 
convey the impression of a man in continual and uncompromising rebellion with 
prison authorities. His politicization of crime appealed to many members of the Bay 
Area’s counterculture, and especially white middle class radicals.67 The combination 
of class politics and celebration of the black outlaw fitted perfectly with those who 
looked to the prisons as a source of revolutionary action. Not everyone celebrated 
Soul on Ice; some attacked Cleaver’s rationale for rape, and especially his claim that 
he had initially “practiced” his crime on Black women. Yet many others chose to 
overlook the contradictions in Cleaver’s writing and celebrated him as the ultimate 
revolutionary. Soul on Ice cemented Cleaver’s reputation as a leader who had not 
only survived prison—he had fought prison authorities and emerged a hero. 
Upon his conviction in May 1958, Cleaver returned to Chino for assessment. 
There is nothing in these records that refer to Cleaver’s justification of his crime; 
however, they show that authorities now viewed him as a dangerous and aggressive 
inmate. Following “psychosexual testing,” the psychiatrist’s report indicated that his 
crimes were part of an “overidentification [sic] with the passive, feminine approach 
to life.” The psychiatrist did not give any further explanation of how he arrived at 
this judgment, but he concluded that Cleaver needed “specialized help” from a 
psychotherapist. A further report claimed that he had returned to prison as an 
inmate “capable of extremely aggressive activity.” He was anxious, suspicious of 
others, and rigid in his thinking. The psychiatrist concluded that San Quentin 
penitentiary would be best suited to treating Cleaver’s psychological needs.68 The 
prison’s assessment of Cleaver greatly differed from earlier, more positive, reports. 
No doubt the nature of his crime--violent and incorporating sexual abuse—made 
Cleaver a target for San Quentin’s process of therapeutic treatment.  
Despite these negative psychiatric assessments, Cleaver joined San Quentin’s 
educational and group therapy programs upon arrival. Described as an excellent 
student, he threw himself into securing his high school diploma and became a 
regular attendee at group therapy sessions.69 At the same time, prison authorities 
agreed that Cleaver could be in possession of a typewriter, and he began a letter-
writing campaign to be transferred out of San Quentin.70 In July 1959, he requested 
a transfer to Chino in order to be closer to family and friends; the warden denied his 
request.71 The following November, he wrote a lengthy letter to the classification 
committee requesting a transfer to the California Medical Facility in Vacaville for 
intense psychological treatment. Cleaver’s letter appealed to the emphasis upon the 
power of psychotherapy, but it also carried a subtle critique of the prison’s power to 
eradicate an inmate’s sense of self. Cleaver expressed fear that he would soon be 
assimilated into the prison machinery that would leave him “virtually lost and 
destroyed,” and he felt continually anxious that he would not escape “the deadly 
treadmill of criminality.” The head psychiatrist at Vacaville agreed that the program 
of psychotherapy on offer in that institution could provide Cleaver with an 
opportunity for rehabilitation. In a letter to the classification committee, Cleaver 
appealed to be granted a transfer: “I am desperate for a chance to be subjected to 
the program at Vacaville…I need it.”72 Once again, it is difficult to assess Cleaver’s 
motivation for this appeal, but his therapist, A.B. Carr, wrote highly of Cleaver and 
supported his transfer.73 He informed the classification committee that Cleaver had:  
proven to be one of the more active, genuinely involved members of the group. 
He is quite concerned over his chronic aberrant behavior, and recognizes that he 
is no longer able to rationalize his delinquencies through a variety of self-
deceiving defenses. Cleaver is becoming increasingly anxious over the fact that 
he has added rape to his anti-social episodes, and is well motivated for exposure 
to a more intensive program. 74 
 
In spite of considerable support from San Quentin and Vacaville psychiatrists, the 
classification committee refused to transfer Cleaver; it is quite possible that this 
related to his decision to openly identify with the Nation of Islam at around the same 
time.  
Founded in Detroit during the 1930s by W.D. Fard, the Nation of Islam 
required converts to follow a strict code of behavior, which included daily prayers, 
abstinence from drugs and alcohol, and a diet that excluded pork. African Americans 
were defined as part of the original African race and descendants of “the lost-found 
tribe of Shabazz.” The white race had ruled the earth for six thousand years, during 
which time they had enslaved the Black race and separated them from the language 
and culture of their African-Asiatic ancestors; however, their reign would soon end. 
Muslims were taught that God would soon return to destroy the evil white race and 
restore the noble Black race to its rightful position as ruler of the world. The NOI’s 
ideology spoke to the racism and isolation experienced by ghetto residents; its 
message of racial pride and self-reliance offered a psychological and practical escape 
route from the cycle of poverty, crime, and incarceration.75 
A number of Muslims were incarcerated for draft resistance during World 
War II, which included one of Fard’s most faithful follower, Elijah Muhammad. 
Appointed as Fard’s successor and Supreme Messenger, Muhammad’s experience of 
incarceration convinced him of the importance of recruiting prisoners.76 Malcolm X’s 
prison conversion in Massachusetts’ Norfolk Penal Colony in 1952 brought the 
formation of one of the earliest prison temples of the NOI; it also established the 
importance of incarceration as a radicalizing experience, and the prison system as a 
critical source of support for the organization.77 Malcolm X’s account of his criminal 
life, incarceration and redemption became a powerful part of his appeal to African 
American prisoners. During the 1950s, the Nation of Islam succeeded in transforming 
thousands of convicts into loyal members, and temples were established inside 
penitentiaries across the country.78 
Cleaver first became aware of the Nation of Islam in San Quentin shortly after 
his entrance to the penitentiary in 1954, but he chose to focus his attention upon 
Marxist literature. One of Cleaver’s friends, known as Butterfly, piqued Cleaver’s 
interest in the NOI when he returned to prison in 1957, but it would take another 
two years before Cleaver made the decision to convert. At this point, the group’s 
militant and open resistance to the prison system appealed to Cleaver far more than 
its religious aspect. He recalled that Muslims’ preparedness to defend their own, and 
their powerful sense of unity, first attracted him to the Nation. It was some time 
later that he accepted the NOI as a religious influence upon his life.79 Cleaver noted 
that the group “gave dignity, belonging and a cause; and we finally became the most 
singularly powerful group in the California prisons.”80 For Cleaver, and many others, 
the Nation’s appeal derived from its commitment to rehabilitate prisoners and offer 
an alternative identity to that of ‘criminal.’ In the deeply racist and violent 
environment of the prison, the Nation of Islam also offered converts racial solidarity 
and protection from attack.81 
The expansion of the NOI within correctional institutions primarily derived 
from the confluence of two factors: demographic change and the growing 
radicalization of Black inmates. The rapid growth of African American communities 
outside the South during and immediately after World War II brought with it an 
expanding Black prison population. In 1951, African Americans constituted 4.4% of 
California’s population, but 19.9% of the prison population. By 1960, this figure had 
increased to 23.1% of prisoners.82 The growing number of young African American 
men threatened the supremacy of white inmates in correctional institutions, and 
confrontations between Black and white inmates became ever more common. 
Simultaneously, the expansion of the Black Freedom Struggle during the 1950s and 
1960s added weight to Black prisoners’ determination to engage in their own acts of 
resistance to white supremacy. Both served to create an environment in which 
African Americans—and especially the youth—were empowered to challenge the 
traditional racial order inside penitentiaries.83 The criminologist John Irwin observed 
that African Americans “steadily moved away from their acceptance of the Jim Crow 
arrangement that prevailed in prison and began to assume equality in the prison 
informal world.”84 Through this time, prison authorities complained of a growing 
level of racial unrest and a destabilization of the traditional racial order in their 
institutions; they often blamed the Nation of Islam for motivating these 
disturbances. For example, in August 1960, authorities claimed a “race riot” had 
taken place after Folsom prisoners challenged a guard who attempted to confiscate 
NOI literature. In May 1961, shots were fired after attendees resisted efforts by San 
Quentin’s officers to break up a prayer meeting. By 1962, the state reported that it 
had identified 239 Muslim prisoners, with the majority held in San Quentin and 
Folsom.85 
As the most visible expression of Black inmates’ defiance, the Nation of Islam 
became the main focus of wardens’ attempts to maintain control. In 1960, the 
California Department of Corrections (CDC) started a concerted campaign to stamp 
out Muslim activity.86 As the same time, authorities identified Cleaver and Booker T. 
X as leading figures in the organization; fellow inmates Raymond Lewis and Robert 
Wilkerson, were classified as important figures in recruiting and organizing 
Muslims.87 During early 1961 a series of memos between CDC officials noted the 
challenges posed by the growing influence of the NOI, and the need to restrict 
Cleaver’s access to the mainstream prison population. They considered him to be the 
most influential follower of Elijah Muhammad inside California’s penitentiaries.88 
Despite determined efforts by the warden to crush NOI activity, the group continued 
to increase its support base.89 Authorities believed that Muslims in Folsom 
Penitentiary were behind a series of protests against segregation in the dining hall 
during the early months of 1961.90 At the same time, Cleaver wrote a writ of habeas 
corpus in response to guards’ repression of Muslim activity, and charged San 
Quentin’s warden with denying Muslims’ constitutional right to practice their 
religion; an additional eight men added their signatures to the document.91 When 
the warden refused to allow the legal papers to be sent out of the prison, the 
litigants started a hunger strike and Cleaver refused to accept a work assignment to 
San Quentin’s Education Department.92 For this display of resistance, Cleaver, Lewis, 
and Wilkerson were placed in solitary confinement in the prison’s Adjustment 
Center, where they continued their protest.93 The warden’s actions prompted a 
flood of letters from Cleaver to CDC officials protesting his treatment and demanding 
the right to practice his religion freely.94 
While authorities recognized Cleaver as a leader of Muslim inmates, it is 
difficult to quantify just how much influence he had upon the general population of 
African American inmates. Between 1961 and 1963, Cleaver spent prolonged periods 
in solitary confinement for protesting the treatment of Muslims, but there is no 
evidence in his papers to suggest that he engaged in open confrontations with staff 
or fellow prisoners. What is abundantly clear from the communication between CDC 
officials is that they believed Cleaver had the capacity to inspire a mass uprising of 
Black inmates. Cleaver’s alleged power over other inmates prompted the warden’s 
increasingly aggressive crackdown on the NOI and his specific focus upon restricting 
Cleaver’s access to San Quentin’s general population.95 
The treatment of Cleaver typified the increasingly hysterical reaction of 
authorities to the growing power of the Nation of Islam inside correctional 
institutions. In October 1960, the FBI reported that opportunistic troublemakers 
were using the Nation as a cover for fomenting racial conflict. The following year, 
New York authorities reported that their penitentiaries were in an “explosive state” 
as a result of Muslims’ presence. In 1961, James V. Bennett, director of the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons, testified before the House Appropriations Committee that the 
Nation of Islam represented the single greatest challenge to maintaining order in 
federal penitentiaries.96 Despite its relatively small membership, prison authorities 
considered the NOI to be a deeply disruptive and militant group that had influence 
far beyond its immediate membership. 
The conflict between Cleaver and the warden soon attracted attention from 
the prison’s psychiatrist, David Schmidt. In 1959, Schmidt had judged Cleaver to be a 
perfect case for transfer to Vacaville, but the following year he assessed him as a 
man with “a very sociopathic orientation…[and] noticeable schizoid and autistic 
ideation.” Schmidt defined Cleaver as hostile, rebellious, and deeply attached to 
“delinquent values” and accounted for Cleaver’s crimes as a “hysterical reaction to a 
stressful situation” and part of his “confusion” over his psychosexual identity.97 The 
diagnosis of schizoid and autistic personality disorders appears again in Cleaver’s 
1962 psychiatric evaluation. The author defined Cleaver’s involvement with the NOI 
as a neurotic defense mechanism to avoid confronting his “real, underlying 
problems.” In March 1962, a psychiatric evaluation concluded that parole should be 
denied on the basis that Cleaver’s anti-social values made rehabilitation impossible. 
The author interpreted Cleaver’s membership in the NOI as a sign of mental illness 
and he prescribed a treatment of “institutional programming.”98  
Psychiatrists’ reports on Cleaver reflect the profession’s concern with 
providing a medical explanation for criminal behavior during the post-war period. 
During the 1960s, psychiatry and psychology acquired significant influence among 
those who sought explanations for a myriad of social challenges—including racism, 
sexism, poverty, and crime.99 Psychotherapy played a key role in San Quentin’s 
rehabilitative process, and authorities invested great faith in its power to reform 
criminals. By the early 1960s, however, this commitment to therapeutic 
communities had faded. Increasingly, psychiatry and psychology assumed a punitive 
function in the campaign to assert control over recalcitrant inmates.100 Incarcerated 
Muslims were often the focus of this repression, and some were subjected to 
experimental forms of behavioral modification.101 Indeed, psychiatrists played a 
crucial role in developing strategies to control the Nation of Islam inside 
penitentiaries. In his 1978 book, Soul on Fire, Cleaver complained that the head of 
the psychiatric department in San Quentin targeted Muslims for electro-convulsive 
therapy. “(H)e recommended shock every time he saw me,” Cleaver recalled, “and 
he cooked the minds of some close brothers.”102 Cleaver apparently managed to 
escape attempts to inflict electro-convulsive therapy upon him, but authorities 
nevertheless used his psychiatric diagnoses to justify his treatment. 
By the summer of 1962, Cleaver had returned to San Quentin’s general 
population, where Muslims were waging a determined campaign to practice their 
religion and confrontations with guards had become ever more common. There is no 
evidence that indicates Cleaver took part in these confrontations, but the warden 
nevertheless believed that he had engineered the protests. On August 5, a skirmish 
between guards and twenty-three Muslims who had gathered in the exercise yard 
appeared to confirm the warden’s belief that a serious racial disturbance may 
occur.103 The crackdown came on August 10, when guards marched Cleaver, 
Wilkerson, Lewis, William Mason, and Leroy Doctor to the isolation unit. Authorities 
subsequently found Cleaver guilty of leading racial and religious agitation and placed 
him in solitary confinement for 29 days.104 Cleaver claimed that the men were 
subjected to “fiendish torture” at the hands of correctional officers, who beat them 
and then proceeded to shave off their beards with a dry, dull razor blade that cut the 
mens’ faces. Kathleen Cleaver wrote that guards subjected her husband to the most 
“sadistic, insane torture.” Such complaints were commonplace across California’s 
correctional institutions. In a letter to California’s governor, Edmund Brown, Cleaver 
claimed that guards regularly beat Muslims and had fired on a group in the exercise 
yard as they engaged in prayer.  He listed eleven members of the temple who had 
disappeared from the prison with no explanation; he feared that at least some of the 
men had been murdered.105 In a letter to the state’s Director of Corrections, Cleaver 
described the violence that had been visited upon Muslims; he highlighted the 
hypocrisy of a prison system that claimed to rehabilitate men, but used violence to 
silence its critics. “[V]ery soon the hatchet of law will fall on all whose necks are not 
in line,” he warned. “Allah is going to bring his Divine Wrath down upon…those 
[who] lay Evil, Unclean hands on the Lost-Found members of the Holy Tribe of 
Shabazz.”106 Over the following months, Cleaver produced a voluminous amount of 
hand-written letters protesting the treatment of Muslims, and sent them to a variety 
of men, including the warden and state governor.107 San Quentin authorities were 
clearly shaken by the growing influence of Cleaver and his fellow NOI leaders. In a 
report on the situation, Associate Warden Frady stated that the men had the 
capacity to inspire a serious disturbance within the prison.108 They were described as 
highly emotional and in an “irrational state,” which had created a dangerous and 
explosive situation for San Quentin’s guards.109 
The rising conflict between incarcerated Muslims and prison authorities 
placed Elijah Muhammad in a difficult situation. For at least a decade, the prison 
temples had functioned as the most radical wing of the organization, and 
Muhammad struggled to enforce his authority over his inmate followers.110 Prison 
censorship made direct communication difficult, and prisoners also found it more 
challenging to follow the Nation’s code of non-engagement with white authorities. 
The prison environment placed them in much closer contact with whites, and 
Muslims faced severe restrictions on their ability to follow even the most basic 
elements of the NOI’s philosophy. For example, prison authorities refused to provide 
a pork-free diet, and members of the kitchen staff were known to deliberately add 
pork to meals.111 Given the acute levels of discrimination and brutality faced by men 
like Cleaver, incarcerated Muslims were often forced to choose between keeping 
their faith hidden from authorities, or engage in open confrontation with guards. 
The tension between Muslims and San Quentin’s guards continued to grow 
during 1963 as authorities poised to crush any sign of a disturbance. On February 25 
1963, a confrontation between African American and Mexican American convicts in 
the Adjustment Center exercise yard appeared to confirm their worst fears. During 
the short brawl, armed guards—positioned on the gun rail above the yard—fired 
shots towards the crowd. One of the bullets hit and killed Minister Booker T. X.112 
The following day, fifty-nine Muslims participated in a strike to protest their leader’s 
death, which they viewed as part of the state’s campaign of violent repression 
against the Nation of Islam. The protesters demanded an investigation into the 
shooting and recognition of the right to practice their religion. An inquest 
subsequently ruled that the shooting of Booker T. X had been accidental after he 
“stumbled” into the line of fire.113 
The death of his close friend marked a turning point in Cleaver’s life. Elijah 
Muhammad appointed Cleaver as Booker T. X’s successor, and gave him strict 
instructions to prevent any retaliatory actions for Booker’s death.114 This 
development convinced San Quentin’s warden that he had to act immediately to 
avoid a complete breakdown in discipline. On June 28 he issued an order to transfer 
Cleaver to Folsom Penitentiary on the basis that it would undermine his leadership 
position and that he may “modify his attitudes.”115 
Cleaver’s first psychiatric evaluation in Folsom took a different tone to earlier 
assessments. Indeed, the author suggested that the treatment of Cleaver while in 
San Quentin constituted an overreaction on the part of prison authorities, and that 
his identification with Islam had the potential to be a positive influence on his 
behavior.116 It is quite likely that Cleaver’s growing distance from Elijah Muhammad 
fed into this more positive assessment. Muhammad’s heavy-handed approach to 
preventing protests against Booker T. X’s death had intensified inmates’ 
dissatisfaction with his leadership.117 The suspension of Malcolm X from the NOI in 
December 1963 greatly aggravated these tensions and left some inmates uncertain 
of where their allegiance should lie. Not long after he arrived at Folsom, Cleaver 
renounced his support for Muhammad and declared himself a follower of Malcolm 
X. As an influential figure in the NOI, Cleaver’s split from Muhammad produced 
significant disquiet amongst African American prisoners. Cleaver claimed that over 
the following months, more prisoners chose to follow his example and the Nation of 
Islam began to decline within California’s correctional institutions.118   
Cleaver‘s assessments while in Folsom continued to paint him in a more 
positive light. In September 1965, Folsom’s psychiatrist noted that Cleaver’s attitude 
towards prison authorities had improved to the point that he no longer required 
psychological therapy. His final psychiatric report in 1966 described him as being 
“capable of reasonable contemplation and control” and stated that his earlier 
psychiatric conditions were in remission. It assessed him as being of minimal risk for 
violent behavior and recommended his parole. There is a clear relationship between 
the change in Cleaver’s psychiatric evaluations and his distancing from the Nation of 
Islam; with his psychiatric conditions judged to be in remission, he convinced the 
parole board that he had been successfully rehabilitated.119 
On December 12 1966, Cleaver finally walked out of the prison gates to 
freedom. Although he escaped the guards’ terror, he remained under close 
supervision by his parole agent; the threat of being returned to prison cast a shadow 
across his hard-fought for liberty. Cleaver had been preparing for this moment for a 
long time. Along with his fellow convict Alprentice “Bunchy” Carter, he had made 
plans to move to the Bay Area and revive the work of Malcolm X’s Organization of 
Afro-American Unity.120 However, he found it difficult to put his plans into action. 
Having amassed a small group of supporters, Cleaver complained that they were 
more concerned with arguing with each other than taking action.121 
Unbeknown to Cleaver, his reputation as a militant Black leader inside 
California’s prison system had already caught the attention of co-founder of the 
Black Panther Party, Huey Newton. As co-founder Bobby Seale explained: “Huey 
related to Eldridge as a Malcolm X coming out of prison.”122 Although both Newton 
and Seale had served time in jail, they had served relatively short sentences in 
comparison to Cleaver’s experience of incarceration. Newton’s determined efforts to 
draw Cleaver into the Party were initially unsuccessful, but he changed his mind in 
February 1967, following a visit of Malcolm X’s widow, Betty Shabazz, to the 
Ramparts office. A phalanx of armed Panthers awaited Shabazz’s arrival, ready to 
defend the visitor from attack. That day’s display of Panther power convinced 
Cleaver that joining the BPP offered the best opportunity to bring his own plans to 
life.123 Newton bestowed Cleaver with the title of Minister of Information. Cleaver, 
fearful that his association with the BPP would be used as an excuse to revoke his 
parole, chose to keep his membership secret.  
Cleaver’s motivations for joining the Black Panther Party were manifold. 
From its inception, the Party identified the penal system as a core part of the racial 
order that kept African Americans powerless and impoverished. Bobby Seale 
explained they targeted those “who were on parole, on probation, who’d been in 
jails, who’d just gotten out of jail.” These were the “forgotten people at the bottom 
of society.”124 A significant proportion of those who joined the Panthers had 
experience of prison life; the combination of poverty, drug addiction, and police 
racism meant that many Panthers had experience of prison.125 This made the BPP an 
appealing prospect for Cleaver, who clearly perceived his role within the Party as a 
continuation of his activism inside the prison system. In an autobiographical essay, 
he explained: “when I left prison, I knew perfectly well that I was going to war….I 
was merely being transferred to another front….What I was walking away from was 
what I was walking into.”126 Evidently, Cleaver arrived at the decision that the Black 
Panther Party offered him the best opportunity to translate his prison survival skills 
into a mass movement on the streets.  
During his time in San Quentin, Cleaver had adopted Marxist ideology to 
present his crimes as an act of political resistance against a capitalist white power 
structure; this idea of “politically creative lawbreaking” continued to influence him 
outside of prison as he sought to apply his own experience of incarceration to the 
Black Panther Party’s development.127 Writing in 1978, he claimed he left prison 
prepared for a socialist revolution; “I wanted an end to the capitalist economic 
system,” he claimed.128 Alongside the Panther’s socialistic programs, the Party’s 
image of gun-toting revolutionaries complemented Cleaver’s own plans to launch an 
uprising in the ghettos. “Indeed, I had reached the conclusion that there was no 
other way,” he explained. “There was time to mobilize the people, but in the final 
analysis the shit would have to be arbitrated with the gun.”129 Cleaver’s strong 
attachment to the gun can be aligned with his many years of battling to survive 
within California’s penitentiaries. The prison environment made Black men even 
more vulnerable to racist violence than on the streets; the ability to defend oneself 
could be a matter of life and death for inmates. Cleaver still faced danger outside the 
prison walls, but the gun brought him a level of power and protection that had 
previously been inaccessible.  
While the BPP expressed a commitment to liberating African American 
prisoners from the outset, in its early days it focused more upon police brutality than 
the problems inside the penal system. This began to change in late 1967, with Huey 
Newton’s arrest in connection with the death of police officer John Frey. The precise 
details of what happened when police stopped Newton as he drove around Oakland 
in the early hours of October 28 1967 are disputed, but the confrontation ended 
with Newton suffering a gunshot to the stomach. Officers Herbert Heanes and John 
Frey were shot, and Frey later died from his injuries. Just a few hours later, Newton 
was arrested at a local hospital, and arraigned on charges of murder and assault with 
attempt to commit murder.130 He faced the death penalty. The Party immediately 
launched a “Free Huey” campaign. Cleaver’s skill as a public speaker, combined with 
his ability to articulate the injustice of the criminal justice system to the masses, 
made him the perfect spokesman for the defense campaign. His critique of Newton’s 
case drew in thousands of supporters and the Party opened up new chapters across 
the country.131 With Newton isolated in solitary confinement and Seale imprisoned 
for his involvement in a 1967 protest at the State Capitol in Sacramento, Cleaver 
emerged as a figurehead of the group.  
In March 1968, Cleaver’s notoriety reached new heights with the publication 
of Soul on Ice. The text became essential reading for Party members and it circulated 
within the underground libraries that existed in prisons across California and 
beyond. At the time of Soul on Ice’s publication, Cleaver had reached the height of 
his career as a black power icon. However, on April 6 1968, two days after the 
assassination of Martin Luther King, his life took a new turn. That evening, Cleaver 
loaded a car with guns and convinced some fellow party members to seek revenge 
for King’s death. Police quickly apprehended the group. Cleaver fled the scene with 
sixteen-year old Party member, Bobby Hutton. Bullets and tear gas rained down 
upon them as they sought refuge in the basement of a local house. Finally, with the 
house alight, Cleaver shouted to the police that they would surrender. Cleaver chose 
to strip naked to show he was unarmed, but Hutton did not follow suit. With his 
arms in the air, Hutton stumbled as he walked towards a patrol car—police 
responded by shooting him six times. Bobby Hutton became the first member of the 
Party to be killed by police.132  
Cleaver’s role in the shoot-out brought his arrest and—with his parole 
revoked—he returned to San Quentin for assessment, followed by solitary 
confinement in Vacaville. Party members launched a campaign for him to be 
released on bail. After two months of what Kathleen Cleaver described as torture at 
the hands of prison guards, Eldridge secured his release on bail until the start of his 
trial. He immediately threw himself into campaigning for Newton’s release, but 
Kathleen Cleaver described the prospect of returning to prison made her husband “a 
man tortured night and day by a fate too deadly to accept, too real to ignore.”133  
Just a few days before the start of his trial, Cleaver delivered a speech that 
brought together his own experiences as a prisoner with a wide-ranging critique of 
the penal system.  Rehabilitation, he argued, “presupposes that at one time one was 
‘habiltated’..and was sent to this garage, or repair shop, to be dealt with and then 
released.” The only answer to the failure of rehabilitation was to “tear down the 
walls.”134 It seems that by this point Cleaver had already decided that he could not 
return to prison; shortly before his trial date, Cleaver fled the country and sought 
exile in Cuba. He subsequently established the International Section of the Black 
Panther Party and continued to be an influential leader of the Party from afar.135 
However, Cleaver’s ongoing commitment to a violent uprising against the white 
power structure drew him into conflict with Newton. In 1970, shortly after his 
release from prison, Newton issued a call for chapters to abandon revolutionary 
violence and dedicate themselves to the Party’s community service programs. 
Cleaver refused to conform and the Party disintegrated into pro-Cleaver and pro-
Newton factions.136 In March 1971, Newton expelled Cleaver and other members, 
who Newton claimed had refused to accept his orders. Cleaver remained in exile 
until 1977, when he returned to the US to face the charge of attempted murder. A 
plea bargain enabled him to avoid a return to prison in exchange for 1200 hours of 
community service.137 
There continues to be much work to be done to fully understand Cleaver, his 
influence upon the Black Panther Party, and his transformation into a born-again 
Christian and Republican. Any evaluation of Cleaver’s life must start with his early 
days inside San Quentin, Soledad, and Folsom penitentiaries. The course of his 
radicalization reflects the role that the Nation of Islam played in establishing the 
foundations for later political action by and on behalf of prisoners. Muslims’ 
determined legal campaign to secure recognition of the NOI as a religious 
organization during the early 1960s established a legal basis for the radical Prison 
Rights Movement of the late 1960s and 1970s.138 The Nation also provided a sense 
of brotherhood and racial pride amongst Black inmates that challenged the racial 
order inside correctional institutions. Many prisoners found the example of open 
resistance to guards and white prisoners liberating—including some of those who 
did not openly support the group. Cleaver’s letters reflect the way in which Muslims 
combined their demands for the right to practice their religion with an overarching 
critique of rehabilitation. Cleaver’s correspondence also provides evidence of the 
extent to which authorities were willing to go to eliminate the NOI from the nation’s 
penitentiaries. Deemed as “incorrigibles,” Muslims were viewed as incapable of 
rehabilitation and therefore candidates for the most extreme forms of psychiatric 
“treatment.” The reports on Cleaver reveal the power that psychiatrists held over 
those who challenged the prison’s racial order. Under the cover of rehabilitation, 
officials used psychiatry to depoliticize prisoners’ protests and categorize them as 
mentally ill. 
What is clear, and closely documented in his personal papers, is that 
Cleaver’s identity as a revolutionary originated with his incarceration in San Quentin 
and Soledad. He was part of a larger movement within correctional institutions that 
challenged the criminalization of African Americans and introduced inmates to a 
range of political ideologies. Cleaver’s rise to prominence in the Nation of Islam can 
only be understood in the context of these shifting concepts of crime and justice 
amongst African American inmates. It is only by placing Cleaver’s role in the Black 
Panther Party within the context of his earlier life as a convict that we can fully 
understand how he came to be such an iconic figure in the Black Power Movement. 
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